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AUTHORHOUSE, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.The Cosmic Crossroad Countdown, is both astronomical and historical - linking
Gods time to mans time and joining a mysterious Fig Tree lesson to the Stars and to our prophetic
generation. Just as God used Daniel and the stars to point to His first coming, does it not make sense
that He will again use Daniel and Stars to point to His next appearance! He has given us
generational periods with their numerical sequences, a wise rabbi, a dragon and child, and a oncein-a-hundred-year Solar Eclipse to catch out attention. The Fig Tree riddle is the key to unlock a
great mystery that every beating heart from every world view needs to unpack and understand
quickly. It will illumine the cryptic Wheels of Time before it crosses the Divine Time-Line and shine a
light on a 3500 year old debate concerning the cross in the wilderness. The Divine foot print started
thousands of years ago leaving measured Signs that we can follow if we study His-Story. Dr.
Hofmann will show how carefully our history is orchestrated with two prophetical generational
periods linking the past to...
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Reviews
Excellent electronic book and valuable one. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily can get a delight of studying
a written book.
-- Ana sta cio K r eig er DDS
This ebook is amazing. It typically will not price excessive. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i recommended this publication to learn.
-- Rhoda Leffler
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